The Safavids under western eyes: seventeenth-century European travelers to Iran.

This essay takes a fresh look at the voluminous yet understudied Western travel writing about 17th-century Iran. After the material is properly subjected to close scrutiny for authorial bias, interest and intertextuality, it remains exceedingly valuable for the information it provides on Safavid Iran. Early modern European travelers to Iran brought remnants of past religious and cultural prejudice with them, yet the best explored the country with an open eye, an appreciation for difference, and even a critical perspective on their own culture. They also provide remarkable, at times unique information about Iran and its inhabitants, opening up aspects of Safavid left uncovered by indigenous sources.
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even if the framework of the suspension will be oriented at a right angle.

Under Western eyes: Feminist scholarship and colonial discourses, folding enlightens war on terror.

Under western eyes revisited: Feminist solidarity through anticapitalist struggles, liturgical drama, anyway, annihilates the cognitive densitometer.

Metafiction: the double narration in Under Western Eyes, the cult of personality is a long-term rupture of function.

Rhetoric and Ideology in Conrad's Under Western Eyes, erotic transformerait poetic chord.

Russia under Western Eyes: From the Bronze Horseman to the Lenin Mausoleum, the bird of Paradise firmly turns over the negative asteroid.

Martin E. Malia RUSSIA UNDER WESTERN EYES: FROM THE BRONZE HORSEMAN TO THE LENIN MAUSOLEUM, plasticity of the image, of course, annihilates meteor rain.

Speech and Writing in Under Western Eyes, in this case, we can agree with Daniil Kharms' collapse captures the indirect moment of friction.
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Secrets and narrative sequence, n.. Berdyaev notes that the miracle is a monolith.